
Spring 2020 : the green of Seattle--flushed and hydrated after the

rainy season--is in bloom . Blackberry creeps up on sidewalks and

gardens . Leafy greens are ready for harvest , sweet aromas fill

residential streets and gardens lined with cherry blossom trees .

Lemon balm is having its moment , Lake Washington and Puget

Sound warm up ever so slightly . These Springtime pleasantries

were overshadowed by COVID-19 . In King County , beginning in

early March and continuing to the present , a running count of

8 ,264* COVID-19 cases have been confirmed . Of those confirmed

cases in King County , nearly 7%** resulted in a loss of life . Of

those lost , 10% were Black and African American lives . In King

County , approximately 327 cases of COVID-19 were recorded per

100 ,000 Black residents . This is disparate to the 
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rate per Latinx residents , which shows nearly

627 cases per 100 ,000 residents . Both of these

are in stark contrast to the much lower

recorded rate per white residents at 148 cases

per 100 ,000 residents , though white residents

make up a significantly larger percentage of

the population than all other racial

demographics in King County combined .

 

During this time , families , youth , elders , both

essential and "non-essential" employees ,

students--many of whom study internationally

in Seattle--have been hit hard . Most of us have

become all-too familiar with the cascading

impact that the COVID-19 virus is having . As we

try to move forward--because we must , to

remember and honor our people , we must be

able to recognize that these trends stem from

deep-rooted systemic inequities which have

long been characteristic of Seattle , longer the

United States . When we connect around the

work of sustainability , as we aim to do with

this quarterly newsletter , we are responsible

for making sure that the information provided

is relevant , accurate , informed and inclusive .

As sustainability partners and organizers , we

have that same responsibility to our

communities , to be stewards of relevant ,

connected , informed and inclusive action and

thought . Let 's jump in .

*Data acquired from WA state DOH
**Data acquired from Public Health Insider: King
County

Visiting and volunteering
while social distancing 
Written by Celia Berk, Student Sustainability
Ambassador

Community Link-UP:
Nurturing Roots Farm

Earth Week has come and gone this year , different

from many of its predecessors . This year was

heartily impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic . This

year , students and organizations , faculty , families ,

and stewards took the momentum and the

messaging we bring along with Earth work to a

digital platform . Simultaneously , many people

sought ways to cultivate and grow sustainably in

their homes and spaces . In the South End and for

many communities in the greater Seattle area , that

navigation was supported by the work of anti-racist

community organizers at Nurturing Roots .

Nurturing Roots is a grassroots collective in Beacon

Hill , Seattle working directly with Youth Undoing

Institutional Racism (YUIR). As a member of the

Black Farmers Collective , Nyema Clark embraced

this project nearly 7 years ago , and it has since

grown brilliantly , expanding community access to

land , fresh produce , growing materials , gathering

space , herbs , health , wellness and so much more .

Nurturing Roots also operates out of the nearby

Black Power EPICenter , home to many other

organizations including Surge Reproductive 
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Improved energy and water efficiency

Enhanced indoor environmental quality

Reduced stormwater impacts to rivers , lakes ,

and Puget Sound

Creation of local jobs through the use of

regional materials

Reduced construction waste to landfills

Increased markets for recycled content

materials

Protection and restoration of habitat

Reduced automobile reliance

more sustainable materials , provide a healthy

indoor environment , and to be generally more

sustainable than a similar building not certified

by the LEED system . Since 2005 , Washington

State requires all new state agency buildings to

be constructed to at least a LEED Silver standard .

According to the most recent “Washington State

Department of Enterprise Services High

Performance Public Green Buildings” report , the

implementation of the 2005 High-Performance

Green Building law has resulted in many benefits ,

including :

Furthermore , DES states that the costs for LEED

buildings range from below .7 percent to more

than 5 .2 percent of the total project first cost . The

additional cost can be offset by lower facility

operating costs and improved tenant comfort

that boosts employee productivity and

satisfaction . Relatedly , DES estimated energy

savings from 20-80 percent within the WA State

LEED building portfolio .As part of this LEED

requirement , state entities are also required to

submit annual LEED reports for each building to

the DES .

So , if our LEED buildings were designed to

outperform other buildings , how are they doing?

 

As the chart below shows , energy use intensity

(EUI), which is a measurement of energy use per

square feet of building space , has been

consistently lower for Wood Technology than all

of Central ’s buildings . However , Maritime

Academy has underperformed Central ’s buildings .

All buildings are not created equal however , and

the building use has a major influence on the

building performance . In this case , Maritime

Academy has a lot of energy intensive equipment

needed for instruction that results in a higher

EUI . These comparisons are pretty clear , but what

we don ’t have is a comparison between our LEED

buildings and other buildings of similar size , 

 

Seattle Central College is proud to have two

LEED-certified buildings , Maritime Academy

(LEED Silver , 2016) and Wood Technology Center

(LEED Silver , 2012). Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design (LEED) is “the most widely

used green building rating system in the world”

for building design , new and major construction ,

and operations and maintenance . LEED is the

primary program of the U .S . Green Building

Council . For new construction , buildings can

earn a LEED-certified , LEED Silver , LEED Gold , or

LEED Platinum rating . LEED buildings are

designed to use less energy , less water , prioritize

alternative modes of transportation , incorporate 

Update on Seattle
Central LEED Buildings
Written by Adam Maurer, District

Sustainability Coordinator

Nyema Clark embraced this
project 7 years ago, and it has
since grown brilliantly, expanding
community access to land, fresh
produce, growing materials,
gathering space, herbs, health,
wellness and so much more.
Health , YUIR , BlackOutWA , Mask On Mask Off ,

and the No New Youth Jail Coalition . Weekly

Sunday work parties are hosted at the farm .

These work parties are an important point of

connection for community and volunteers

looking to do farm work and nurture

relationships . Volunteers are invited to join and

have been maintaining social distancing . Seattle

Central Sustainability intended to host an Earth

Week panel conversation featuring members of

the collective . In its place , I would like to share a

short documentary with you all , produced just

this Spring . I invite you all to learn more about

sustainable solutions in our city which are

crafted , led by , and center communities and

people of color . Find the short documentary

here . Visit Nurturing Roots Farm on FB, IG:
@nurturingrootsfarm.
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You walk up to the waste containers and a small

sense of anxiety ensues . Where does all of this

stuff in my hands go? Is anyone watching me?

What if I put something in the wrong waste

container? Is it better to just throw everything in

the garbage , so I don ’t mess something up?

Is it best to throw everything in the recycling ,

because someone eventually sorts this stuff

right? How long have I been standing here? 

I will answer those questions and provide 

Trash Talkers available
upon request
Written by Adam Maurer, District

Sustainability Coordinator

occupancy use , and year built . It ’s important to

understand that Central ’s buildings have been

built over a series of decades , during which time

technology , building codes , etc . were not as

advanced as they are today . That is to say , new

buildings will and should outperform older

buildings , which also have older and aging energy

and water systems . Through LEED ownership ,

Seattle Central is part of a group of building

owners , managers , tenants , and project teams

that are demonstrating leadership , innovation ,

environmental stewardship , and social

responsibility through LEED

certification . However , without good data of other

similar buildings built in the Pacific Northwest , a

more complete evaluation of Central ’s LEED

buildings will have to wait .

Where does all of this stuff in my hands go?

Is anyone watching me? How long have I been
standing here? 

What if I put something in the wrong waste
container? 

resources in this article to help relieve some of

that anxiety .

Note : all information in this article includes

information for waste sorting at Seattle Central

buildings and campuses…and within the City of

Seattle . Unfortunately , different rules may apply

outside of the City of Seattle . Please see your local

city or county for information for your specific

location .

 

There are three main different waste streams at

many locations throughout Seattle Central . 1)

Compost- for all food and compostable packaging ,

2) Recycling- for CLEAN , EMPTY , and DRY plastic ,

metal , glass containers and all paper , and 3)

Garbage- mostly snack wrappers , items with any

food , grease , or liquids , styrofoam , and loose

plastic bags/wrap . Here is a downloadable flyer for

your office or home . Here is a PowerPoint with

more instructions .

 

Waste anxiety is a real thing . Even the most

knowledgeable have this feeling , so don ’t be

discouraged or too hard on yourself . Take a few

seconds to think through your items and do the

best you can . It ’s likely what feels like minutes to

you is only 5-10 seconds of reflecting on what

items go in each bin .

 

The major concern with putting items in the wrong

container is we can “contaminate” that stream . 

 

Chart 1: Seattle Central LEED Building Energy Use Intensity (EUI) (Kbtu/sq. ft.)
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http://www.seattle.gov/utilities/services/recycling/recycle-at-home/where-does-it-go---flyer
http://www.seattle.gov/utilities/services/recycling/recycle-at-home/where-does-it-go---flyer
https://scedu-my.sharepoint.com/personal/adam_maurer_seattlecolleges_edu/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B70d901fe-a0ab-4aae-97dd-5466803ad22c%7D&action=default&slrid=c330599f-8043-b000-8e08-6ce489063c2d&originalPath=aHR0cHM6Ly9zY2VkdS1teS5zaGFyZXBvaW50LmNvbS86cDovZy9wZXJzb25hbC9hZGFtX21hdXJlcl9zZWF0dGxlY29sbGVnZXNfZWR1L0VmNEIyWENyb0s1S2w5MVVab0E2MGl3QmRqZjRXWWdDSGJRRjc5UkFZSGp1dXc_cnRpbWU9aDREVURNQUkyRWc&cid=abd86ba2-7356-438c-a190-c4c943c2c957
https://scedu-my.sharepoint.com/personal/adam_maurer_seattlecolleges_edu/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B70d901fe-a0ab-4aae-97dd-5466803ad22c%7D&action=default&slrid=c330599f-8043-b000-8e08-6ce489063c2d&originalPath=aHR0cHM6Ly9zY2VkdS1teS5zaGFyZXBvaW50LmNvbS86cDovZy9wZXJzb25hbC9hZGFtX21hdXJlcl9zZWF0dGxlY29sbGVnZXNfZWR1L0VmNEIyWENyb0s1S2w5MVVab0E2MGl3QmRqZjRXWWdDSGJRRjc5UkFZSGp1dXc_cnRpbWU9aDREVURNQUkyRWc&cid=abd86ba2-7356-438c-a190-c4c943c2c957


Pictures of the waste sorting advertisements in the atrium, taken by Adam Maurer

Is it better to just throw everything in the
garbage, so I don’t mess something up? 

 Contamination means that there are items in the

recycling or compost that may compromise the

entire container/bag from actually being recycled or

composted . For example , if you put your plastic cup

(recyclable) into the recycling but it ’s full of liquids

(NOT recyclable), the liquids may get all over the

other recyclables and contaminate the whole bag .

Unfortunately , contaminated recyclables need to be

thrown in the garbage .

 

The short answer is yes . If you ’re really not sure , it is

better to throw your items in the garbage than to

put them in recycling or compost . “Wishful

Recycling” does harm . However , that doesn ’t mean

it ’s ok to throw everything in the garbage . E .g . Food

is not allowed in garbage (ALL FOOD goes in

compost). Learn more about proper waste sorting

here .

When in doubt, throw
it out...in the garbage!

Is it best to throw everything in the recycling,
because someone eventually sorts this stuff
right? 

No , absolutely not . First , loose liquids and food in

the recycling can “contaminate” the entire bag ,

which then may lead to that entire bag being

placed in the garbage dumpster . Secondly ,

garbage that is put in recycling is very expensive

to pull out , jeopardizing the efficacy and

sustainability of our recycling industry . Lastly , and

this is very important and new to a lot of people ,  

 

 

 

 

 

our recycling is only SORTED by people and

machines at a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF)

(Click here for a video on MRFs). The materials

sent to the MRF are NOT cleaned , disassembled ,

or otherwise altered in any way . What you put in

the recycling bin is sorted and baled together to

be sold . Click here for more information about

the recycling process .

 

Resources
Trash Talkers - The Seattle Central Sustainability

Council recently created the Trash Talker

program . Trash Talkers are volunteers who have

training in proper waste sorting , from compost ,

recycling , and garbage . They casually stand near

waste stations (i .e . compost , recycling , and

garbage containers grouped together) to assist

people in responsibly and correctly sorting their

waste into the appropriate containers . They are

also there for general waste questions , so feel

free to ask them about a recent question you ’ve

had . Like , this styrofoam has a recycling symbol ,

so does that mean it ’s recyclable? (Answer : No ,

styrofoam is NOT recyclable in our common 3-

stream system at home and school . Not all

products with the recycling arrows are actually

recyclable . I know , I ’m sorry , it ’s confusing .

However , certain styrofoams are recyclable at

specific drop-off locations . See here for more

information)

When in-person instruction returns , Trash Talkers

will be in the Broadway Edison dining area

periodically .

 

 

 

#ResponsibleRecycling
(Clean, Empty, and Dry)
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https://scedu-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/adam_maurer_seattlecolleges_edu/Ef4B2XCroK5Kl91UZoA60iwBdjf4WYgCHbQF79RAYHjuuw?e=jAN2eP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JKJGgrAYqg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/services/recycling/recycle-at-home/recycling-process
https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/services/where-does-it-go#/categories


Generally , a land acknowledgment is the first order of business

in a newsletter , a presentation , or even during meetings and

gatherings . In this particular newsletter , the land

acknowledgment comes towards the end of the reading

material . Please visit the website of âpihtawikosisân , where you

will find a Beyond Territorial Acknowledgments resource . Many

things about acknowledgment practices are brought to the

forefront in this piece . 

To paraphrase a part of the article , it is important to explore and

examine the purpose of land acknowledgments from multiple

perspectives , considering the best ways to represent this

practice (how it is performed), questioning the spaces where

they are or are not pronounced , and clarifying what exists

beyond this practice . 

 

“The way in which territorial acknowledgments are delivered
must matter. Are they formulaic recitations that barely
penetrate the consciousness of the speaker and those
listening? Are they something that must be ‘gotten through’
before the meeting or speech can begin? Can we escape
dilution through repetition?”
 

In Seattle , we occupy stolen Duwamish land . Read Seattle

Central 's formal land acknowledgment prepared by the office of

Diversity , Equity and Inclusion here . The prevalence of the

Duwamish tribe in our school systems and institutions is an

uphill struggle pursued by people of the tribe as well as

community supporters and organizations and can be read about

here . You can make contributions in the form of "Real Rent" to

the Duwamish tribe here . 

It is my intention to juxtapose my reflections from WOHESC

alongside this acknowledgement as a white anti-racist organizer

and student , emphasizing the importance of ongoing

commitment to decolonizing sustainability movements . Also ,

finding points of unity between the goals of sustainability and

eco-social justice communities with all movements , local and 

WOHESC 2020: Student
Reflections and Commitments
Written by Celia Berk, Student Sustainability

Ambassador

Also, you can reserve Trash Talkers for your meeting, event, etc.
Just email sustainability@seattlecolleges.edu several days
before your event and we will coordinate Trash Talker
volunteers. 
Where Does It Go?- Seattle Public Utilities has an awesome
resource for learning more about waste sorting. The Where
Does It Go? webpages, flyers, and search tool are fantastic.

international , that resist

contravention to human and

environmental integrity .

WOHESC this year was hosted at

Oregon University in Eugene . Meals

were consistently vegan and

vegetarian , including a full palette

of proteins , grains , greens , and

healthful options prepared by

students and staff on campus . To

kick off the first day of the

conference , a land

acknowledgment was presented by

an Indigenous faculty member .

Eugene is home to the Kalapuya

people of the Willamette Valley . In

many ways , I felt that this set the

stage for the conference . The hosts

as well as the OU Sustainability

coordinator made an effort to

return to acknowledgement of

occupied land during keynote

addresses and panels , though over

the course of two days , the

importance of this recognition was

not carried through all of the

breakout presentations . 

Eugene is home to
the Kalapuya
people of the

Willamette Valley.

Topics of these presentations

ranged from nuclear power

alternatives , grow-pods , and UN

climate goals to Indigenous youth

movements and Traditional

Knowledge , green certification ,

student leadership and so much

more . The conference closed day

one with an update from an

organizer with the Juliana v .

United States case and former

Columbia University student . You

can read more about the lawsuit

here . Day two of the conference

opened with words from Dr . Jessica

Black , Director of the 
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https://www.ourchildrenstrust.org/juliana-v-us


Center for Indigenous Health ,

Culture and the Environment . You

can read more about their work

here . With the close of day two

and the end of the conference , the

conversation about recognizing

Indigenous communities and

leadership remained ringing in my

mind . As we continue the

important work of uplifting

inclusive , sustainable practices

and dismantling harmful practices

that degrade the environment , we

must continue to analyze the

impact these two avenues both

have on Indigenous communities

and all communities of color . For

example , nuclear waste as an

energy-efficient solution to

shifting away from non-renewable

energy historically and currently

depletes Indigenous land , often

the locations of nuclear waste

dumping sites which toxify the

community and its resources .

Learn more about this here (cc .

1 :41PM Seattle University). This is

also true for many historically

Black communities in the US

where , to this day , basic amenities

such as clean water cannot be

accessed and waste sites as well

as airports , freeways and factories

are located , causing constant

pollution . The land we are living

on today carries many stories , it is

our role within academia and

beyond to make our

acknowledgements into

commitments reflecting that . Our

acknowledgments must also

reflect our behavior and our

intentions , which should not only

observe the traditional lineages of

this occupied land , but rise in

solidarity with them today . In the

midst of uprisings , our occupation

takes on different meanings

within our identities . As a white

anti- racist organizer and student ,

I commit to the work of resisting

and transforming colonialism , but

not without remaining analytical

and critical of the privelege and 

Photos courtesy of Jama Abdirahman, 
SCC alum, @jamawakawala

access I carry . I am grateful for the opportunity to experience

WOHESC and look forward to making contributions at future

conferences . WOHESC 2021 will be hosted at South Seattle College ,

for more information visit here . Please consider joining the

conference and/or submitting a presentation proposal .
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https://heritage.edu/our-community/center-for-indigenous-health-culture-environment/
https://wahesc12.wixsite.com/website/blank-page
http://wohesc.org/
http://wohesc.org/downloads/WOHESC21_CFP.pdf

